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On September 22 the NSF announced the $7.5 million funding of the Orwellian-titled “Trust and
Authenticity in Communication Systems” grant. This is not surprising given that all other facets of
government and science are now promoting naked tyranny. As I have shown you over the past two
decades, the NSF and mainstream science have always been fascist, supporting censorship,
suppression, and brute authority under the guise of open science and democracy, but until now that has
been mostly covert. It is now overt. They are now just creating propaganda and not even trying to hide
it. They are now censoring and not even trying to hide it. They are now ignoring the Constitution and
not even trying to hide it. They have created the Ministry of Truth and I guess the eyeball-munching
rats are next.
Katelynn Richardson at Campus Reform has reported that NSF—backed by your Congress, of course—
has created projects at ten universities to assist government and Big Tech in shutting down free speech
and freedom of the press in the name of “truth”. In other words, question their propaganda and you get
squashed. They define their propaganda as true—only because they said it—and anyone who questions
it is defined as deluded, psychotic, and possibly as a terrorist. Have those who have so far been
targeted by this umbrella project been only the marginal and crackpot? Not even close. The sitting
President was targeted. Congresspeople have been targeted. Top doctors and scientists have been
targeted. In fact, about half the country has been targeted, at least, and as we see the NSF is now
joining the oppression. All the veils have been removed. The fascists are unmasked and are now
appearing in media under their own names, promoting tyranny right to your face. I hope you are
keeping lists just like they are. All will be accounted for, down to the last farthing.
As we would expect, this newest NSF boondoggle is focusing on two subjects: vaccine hesitancy and
election integrity. They demand you believe that the new vaccines are safe and that you get one. . . or
two, or three, or four. . . . And they demand that you believe the computers are not deciding elections.
If you don't believe those two things, they are coming for you. They are going to use some monstrous
word-salad pettifoggery to make sure you can't talk or that you aren't heard, selling suppression to you
as truth and science.
In the founding publication of this enterprise, entitled “Inauthentic Behavior in Online and Digital
Systems”, the authors pretend
The platform is most concerned with “coordinated inauthentic behavior,” or influence operations
that seek to “manipulate public debate for a strategic goal where fake accounts are central to the
operation.”

That should naturally lead them to investigating the CIA and other major intelligence agencies, who are
known to be doing just that. See Assange's and Snowden's revelations, as well as the series published
by investigative reporter Glenn Greenwald. But of course that is the opposite of what the NSF will be
doing. Do you really think Congress funded NSF to go after CIA? No, the Big Tech platforms like

Facebook, Twitter, Google, Youtube, and the rest were invented by CIA and military intelligence to do
just that, so it is doubtful the government will be investigating or acting against itself here. Obviously,
these universities programs will not be investigating the CIA, they will be working with the CIA to
silence and spin its enemies. In short, this NSF program IS another CIA project, but with a variant
three-letter heading. It is propaganda once again spun to look like science.
Given that, we can see through this whole thing. It is obviously funded by Bill Gates, Pfizer, and the
other usual-suspect billionaires and trillionaires, who demand to sell you a vaccine, preferably over
your dead body. To help them do that, they bought out the larger Democratic Party, figuring its
numbers would guarantee their success. They also repurchased the mainstream media, which had
already been bought out long ago but which was always for sale to the highest bidder, for the same
reason. But even with those two previously unconquerable instruments, their plan began to fail very
fast. The Covid theater had failed so conspicuously by October of 2020, with Democrats pushing the
lies the hardest, that they found their man Biden was unelectable, even with the computers in charge.
As in 2000, the computers had been pre-hacked by insufficient amounts, requiring a massive rehacking
in the wee hours of November 4. Due to circumstance, a large part of that rehacking was analog, using
paper ballots, vans, and paid agents, and because it was last-minute, it was incredibly sloppy. In short,
they got caught with their pants down.
The stolen election was like pouring gasoline on the Covid theater fire, and the big dogs are now
panicked. They are throwing everything they have at this, but to no effect. The overt tyranny is just
more gas on the fire, since it proves we were right. People retain enough sense to know that the
government doesn't demand obedience and send in the gestapo when they are right, they send them in
when they are wrong. We have all taken too many psychology courses, watched too many Phil
Donohue and Oprah episodes not to know that. You can't school a first world on democratic principles
for 300 years and then waltz in one year and try to rule them by brute force. Making a slave takes time:
you can't do it overnight.
We may be sheep, that is, but we are very tender sheep, who won't last a minute in the concentration
camps. Can you see your average American working under a lash? I have to laugh. No, the problem
is the sheep were tenderized with yesterday's propaganda for centuries, but today's propaganda doesn't
match. It is upside down to yesterday's propaganda, and the sheep can still remember yesterday. These
sheep were brought up on George Washington and his “I cannot tell a lie”—which, in retrospect, now
looks ironic. We were brought up on Jefferson's speeches and Lincoln's cabin and Kennedy's Profiles
in Courage and Obama's Hope. We also have floating around in our little heads 1984 and Brave New
World and It's a Wonderful Life and The Matrix and V for Vendetta and a thousand other bits and
pieces of the old propaganda, which have not yet been jettisoned or overwritten. In short, we know
how things work. The Professional taught us not to trust the DEA, Silkwood taught us not to trust
OSHA or the Feds, and Wag the Dog taught not to trust. . . anyone. Those are not fringe
documentaries, they are mainstream Hollywood, so if we know too much, whose fault is that? If the
propaganda is now failing, whose fault is that?
I have said it before and I will say it again: it is a failure of Project Chaos, through which clever agents
thought they would rock us with contradictory events and evidence, to soften us up for a complete
takeover. But in rocking us, they told us way too much truth and we ending up believing the truth and
leaving the lies. A massive failure of covert ops, where the spin didn't hold.
But the good news is that, while these transparent projects continue to be funded by places like the
NSF, a completely different project is in the making. The Lords of the Isles (Phoenician Navy) are

seeing this as such a colossal disaster, there is only one way out of it. Only one thing can prevent a real
revolution at this point, and that is a fake one. Even now the Lords are making their own list of those
to sacrifice to the mobs, to prevent a far larger sacrifice. That is to say, some sort of fake color
revolution is in the making, through which a few dozen major heads will roll, or appear to roll. Those
heads may include Fauci, Gates, Pelosi, and other top names from the media. Governments will appear
to fall and be replaced by kinder alternatives; FDA, CDC, WHO, AMA, NSF, and many other agencies
will be completely overhauled; public schools will cleansed of “leftist” politics; Hollywood will be
ordered to produce a decade of feel-good comfort movies; and TV will ditch Satanic plots and return to
sitcoms. It will be a sort of Reagan revolution on steroids, with the hope that the Genie/Phoenix can be
put back in the bottle.
Can it? I don't know. It could, if it were done right. But the Lords of the Isles seem to have lost the
ability to do anything right, even that. The real Gods seem to have lost patience with the Phoenix after
4000 years, and appear to be conspiring against it. Which is as much to say that Nature hates these
people, and although Nature moves slowly, she moves inexorably. If she decides their time has come,
there is no turning that tide.

